Abstract-This paper begins with a brief historical description of how electromagnetic waves were discovered, first theoretically and then experimentally, and how they were originally utilized for radio transmission. It addresses the relation between wireless and transmission line propagation and the approximations involved in the mathematical description of the propagation process.
N classical physics experimental observation almost always preceded theory. It is therefore remarkable that electromagnetism developed by the opposite route. Based on the work of Lenz, Neumann and others, Michael Faraday formulated the law of electromagnetic induction that led to a number of applications such as the electric generator. It stated that a time-varying magnetic flux creates an electromotive force, that is, induces voltages and currents in an electric circuit. James Clerk Maxwell saw that in a different way: that a time-varying magnetic field creates an electric field, independently of the existence of a circuit. Furthermore, he speculated that a time-varying electric field should, by symmetry, create a magnetic field. In other words, under these assumptions, a self-sustained process would be established, not restricted to the original space where the process started, but propagating in space. With that in mind, Maxwell postulated the existence of a "displacement current" to be a counterpart of the conventional electric current, I therefore extending Ampere's work on magnetic fields. In mathematical terms, a set of equations, known now as Maxell's Equations, were published in 1865 as the proposed description of all electromagnetic effects. In free space, those equations are symmetrical in terms of electric and magnetic fields and, when combined, lead to a wave equation [1] . But it was not until 1887 that Heinrich Rudolf Hertz demonstrated the existence of these electromagnetic waves and the measurement of their velocity led to the conclusion that the light is a form of them. As a matter of historical curiosity, it is said that Thomas Edson observed an electromagnetic pulse even before that the work of Hertz. While working at his Menlo Park facility he noticed that switching electric equipment in one building produced an electric disturbance in another building. Not having read Maxwell's work, he was unable to identify the phenomenon as the first electromagnetic pulse and missed the opportunity to add that observation to his vast list of achievements.
The most immediate consequence of those discoveries was the invention of the radio, then called "wireless". This invention is historically very controversial, particularly because Marconi's original experiment in England was done at such short distance and low frequency that what he observed was the "induction field" of the antenna, not the actual "radiation field". In an attempt to do a similar experiment, Padre Landell de Moura, regarded by many as the real inventor of the radio [2], had plenty of reasons when he asked the government for Navy vessels "as far as possible from each other" to do his observations. It was unfortunate that the Brazilian government of the time did not honor his request.
II. WIRELESS VERSUS TRANSMISSION LINE PROPAGATION
With the invention of the telegraph and the introduction of the Morse code the need to send shorter pulses at larger distances became inevitable, as faster "keying" was the recipe for effective communication. With the introduction of the transatlantic cables, it became clear that the traditional circuit theory based on "lumped" elements was not adequate to describe the signal transmission. Thanks to the contribution of Lord Kelvin, Heaviside and others the transmission line theory, based on "distributed" circuit elements, was formulated. The circuit elements R, L, C and G were calculated "per-unit of length" and the application of Kirchhoff's laws to this new model led to a complicated equation known as the "Telegraph's Equation". In an ideal situation, where R and G are neglected, this equation becomes the one-dimensional wave equation. like the one describing string vibrations. The propagation velocity of such wave 1/LC is the same as of an electromagnetic wave propagating in the dielectric surrounding the conductors 1/με , since the product LC is equal to the product of the electric permittivity and the magnetic permeability μ of the ϵ medium, regardless of the geometry of the line [3].
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Propagation of Electromagnetic Pulses
It is no simple task to demonstrate Maxwell's equations and transmission line theory are consistent. In the case of lossless lines, it can be shown that the transmission line equations are equivalent to the TEM (transverse electromagnetic) mode of Maxwell's equations. In other words, the propagation in a transmission line, which is described in terms of voltages and currents, is equivalent to the propagation of a one-dimensional electromagnetic wave, described in terms of electric and magnetic fields. In both cases, the signals travel at the speed of the light in the surrounding medium. The same is approximately true for real lines that have relatively low losses. As the frequencies involved increase and the wavelengths approach the transverse dimensions of the line or cable, the full solution of Maxwell's equation is required; other propagation modes may result, and that is the waveguide theory. Conversely, when the wavelengths become much larger than the longitudinal dimension (length) of the line, the propagation effect is no longer noticed and the classical lumped circuit theory can be used. In summary, all electromagnetic phenomena originate from Maxwell's equations, but different models can be used as good approximations for engineering purposes.
III. PULSE PROPAGATION IN LINEAR SYSTEMS
In a one-dimensional model of the electromagnetic waves in free space, like in the TEM mode of a lossless transmission line, the solution of the wave equation leads to mathematical expressions of the form f (t ± z/v), where z is direction of propagation and v is the velocity. In the frequency domain each component of the signal has a propagation factor of the form e j(ωt±βz) where β is a linear function of the angular frequency ω. In this case, all components of the signal travel with the same constant velocity v= ωβ= 1/με . This also assumes that the medium parameters are not frequencydependent. When losses or frequency-dependency of the parameters are introduced, the propagation constant becomes a non-linear function of the frequency, leading to each component traveling at a different velocity. An exception to that is the so-called "distortionless" line where the product RC equals to the product LG, known as the Heaviside condition. In this case, the signal is attenuated, but not distorted. Michael I. Pupin, a physics professor at Columbia University, initially proposed the practical realization of this particular condition by introducing magnetic particles in the insulating material of coaxial cables and, subsequently, by adding magnetic coils along the telephone lines. The latter were patented in 1899 as "Pupin coils".
Once the dispersion relation is known, like the dependence of the dielectric constant on the frequency in an optical fiber, numerical simulations can always been performed to determine the distortion of the signal, a critical factor in communications and data systems. However, some analytical tools are needed, particularly for design purposes. A traditional way to address the problem is to represent the function β=βω in terms of a Taylor expansion around a central frequency ω0. Due to the properties of the exponential function, such expansion is equivalent to the product of exponential functions of the form e-jβnωn with βn is the nderivative of the function β = β (ω) calculated at the central frequency ω0. In terms of linear systems, it corresponds to the passage of the signal through a cascade of linear filters with such transfer functions. The linear term of this expansion accounts for the causal time-delay, the quadratic term is the symmetrical first-order distortion, the third term represents both an additional delay and an asymmetrical, second-order distortion, and so forth. In monomode optical fibers, operation is optimized at the inflexion point of the function β = β (ω), known as the "dielectric window". However, the use of pulses on the order of picoseconds or less requires the consideration of higher-order terms in the Taylor expansion and that means the signal is still distorted. Application of this Linear Filter approach to optical pulses and superconductive transmission lines can be found in earlier publications by the author [4] , [5] . Analogy between pulse dispersion in time and beam diffraction is well addressed in the literature [6] .
IV. NON-LINEAR PROPAGATION EFFECTS AND LOCALIZED WAVES
Nonlinear propagation effects and their utilization in signal processing and parameter identification of materials is a field of active research and a topic too extensive to be addressed here. These effects occur when the properties of the materials depend on the intensity of the applied fields. Non-linear partial differential equations need to be solved and many of the solutions can be borrowed from fields such as quantum mechanics and fluid dynamics. Solutions of these equations show the existence of "solitons", pulses that propagate at constant speed and shape, by compensating dispersion and non-linear effects. They also show the existence of "shock waves" associated with abrupt discontinuities of the medium properties. Non-linear propagation of optical pulses, as well as propagation of solitons and shock waves in non-linear transmission lines is found extensively in the literature [7] . Localized waves are pulses or beams that can propagate in free space without diffraction for long distances; predicted a long time ago, electromagnetic localized waves have been observed experimentally and constitute a dynamic area of research with promising applications. The University of Campinas has a worldwide reputation for research in this burgeoning field [8] .
V. POWER LINE TRANSIENTS
In the steady-state power lines operate at wavelengths of 6,000 or 5,000 kilometers for the frequencies of 50 or 60 hertz, respectively. For long transmission lines, the distributed nature of the circuit still needs to be taken into account, even in the stead-state regime. However, the analysis of transients or surges in power lines is always a subject of great importance; they can be caused by the operation of the system, such as during the processes or energizing and de-energizing lines, or generated by lightning and other external factors. Historically, the importance of these transients has been associated with massive power failures in the United Sates and other countries, such as the Northeast blackout of 1965. Current records show that two of three largest blackouts in history occurred in Brazil! Although the modeling of transients in a single line is very simple, the complexity of a power system requires special tools like the well-known EMTP software developed originally by the Power Bonneville Authority [9] . Further complication results from the use of extremely high voltages that trigger strong nonlinear effects like the Corona effect. An earlier work of the author and collaborators showed that in fact the Corona effect could help reduce the intensity of the propagating pulses in such lines [10] . The existence of shock waves in Corona lines was also demonstrated theoretically by the same authors [11] . Transformers play an important role in the propagation of surges in power lines. The interaction of a pulse with a transformer is difficult to describe and most models result in non-linear partial differential equations of fourth order or higher that are difficult to solve. The problem is however of critical importance, particularly in view of the possible occurrence of electromagnetic pulses due to solar activity or even nuclear detonations (see next section). A research group at the Regional University of Blumenau (FURB) has developed significant research both theoretical and experimental on transformer surges [12] .
VI. NUCLEAR ELECTROMAGNETIC PULSES
One of the byproducts of a nuclear explosion is the production of gamma rays that reach the upper layers of the atmosphere and accelerate the electrons found in their way. These electrons travel at speeds near the speed of the light and generate electromagnetic pulses (known as EMPs or NEMPs) that reach the surface of the Earth and, consequently, interact with all sorts of electric devices, from large power lines to small digital devices. The process of propagation is highly dependent on the intensity of the explosion, the altitude where it occurs and the geographical position of the artifact. The latter dependence is explained by the interaction of the generated electromagnetic fields with the magnetic field of the Earth. The EMPs were first observed in the initial nuclear tests done by the United States in 1945 and were not a surprise to those who work directly under Enrico Fermi. But for many others their intensity and effects were startling and throughout the Cold War the EMPs were a constant source of concern. Most of the research since then has been conducted by the military and the results are not generally available to the scientific and technical communities. EMP physical simulation has not only been conducted in secrecy, but has also stimulated the speculation about the existence of non-nuclear EMP weapons, as well as of nuclear devices designed to enhance the production of gamma rays and electromagnetic pulses. This has become again a concern because of the perceived threat by terrorist groups and rogue nations gaining access to this technology. In the United States it has been addressed by the Congress [13], as well as by interest groups like EMPact America [14] . However, it is not easy to separate reality from fiction or even identify all the political and economic interests involved, when full information is not openly available.
VII. THE SMART GRID CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES
There is no simple definition for the "Smart Grid". Broadly speaking, it can be said that is the utilization of information technology to control and operate the power grid. The results of the interaction of state-of-the-art software and digital hardware with obsolete equipment, like in most of the US power systems, is something that no one dares to forecast. But most agree that the power grid is the most vulnerable component of any infrastructure. And that is not only from the "cyber-security" aspect, but also from its physical vulnerability. This is further complicated by the possible addition of large numbers of small, non-conventional generating sources, as well as by the deployment of an even much larger number of sensors across the power grid. The possibility that an electromagnetic pulse of any nature could wipeout the system and cause catastrophic consequences is daunting. In addition to the EMPs referred in the previous section, it has been of great concern the possible effects of geomagnetic solar storms. In fact, there is some evidence that disruptions of the power grid in the US may have been caused by such effects. It is worth mention here that one the components of the nuclear-generated EM pulses, the socalled E3 pulse, has the same characteristics (duration, frequency spectrum) that the solar-generated pulses, and is particularly damaging to long power lines. Not much attention has been given to this side of the security of the Smart Grid [15] . It maybe that the fear has been highly exaggerated, but it may also be a sign of our presently passive attitude: if it ever happens, it will be devastating, but it is too expensive to seek any meaningful protection at this time.
It is also worth mention that as part of the Smart Grid initiative the concept of a "Smart House" was introduced. In such house the energy consumption is locally monitored and managed to achieve the maximum economy. Electromagnetic transients have a role to play in this environment, since the operation of any electric (or even hydraulic) device leaves a "signature" signal behind. If these signatures are collected at a central point and properly analyzed, they can be a tool for to optimize the energy usage. This innovative and successful work has been developed at the University of Washington [16] , [17] .
